



Two sources of French sound poetry
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Abstract
The present article lights two theoretical sources of French sound poetry that appeared
in the 1950s and originally developed succeeding the fruits brought by the avant-garde
poetry of the first half of the 20th century. Historically the influence of Isidore Isou and
the lettrism’s reductionist theory, according to which the text ? more exactly the sig-
nification of language ? must be left, is important because François Dufrêne, who
participated in lettrist movement, creates phonetic poems called “Crirythme”, an
archetype of sound poem. But Dufrêne comes back to the significations of word and
Bernard Heidsieck, central person of French sound poetry, creates his poems that have
nothing to do with lettrist theory. The article proves that this return to the significations
of text should go back up to the poetics of Antonin Artaud, who exercised a big influence
to posterity in the contemporary poetry, and that it justifies theoretically the “regression”
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